We demonstrate a variation of the wedge method of Maker-fringe measurement in which the fundamental beam diameter is large enough to contain several second-harmonic coherence fringes. In the far field the second harmonic forms spatially separated beams from which both ⌬k's and d eff 's can be deduced on a single laser pulse. Analysis is simple because no fringe analysis is required and because the method is immune to multiple surface reflections, birefringent walk-off, group-velocity walk-off, and surface effects such as longitudinal polarization. Example measurements on KDP and LiIO 3 are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Among numerous methods of characterizing nonlinear optical crystals, 1 the Maker-fringe technique [2] [3] [4] and its variations such as the translated-wedge method 5, 6 are the most commonly used. In the first demonstration, Maker et al. 2 measured second-harmonic strength while varying the incidence angle of the fundamental beam on a thin sample of uniform thickness. When a single nonlinear process is isolated by a proper choice of the fundamental and harmonic polarizations, this produces a pattern of harmonic fringes from which the coherence length and thus the phase-velocity mismatch, ⌬ k ϭ k 2 Ϫ 2k , can be deduced. By comparison of the strength of the fundamental and second-harmonic beams, the magnitude of the effective nonlinear coefficient, d eff , can also be determined. Usually, however, only a relative value of d eff is found by comparison to a reference crystal such as potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP).
The Maker-fringe method is complicated by etalon effects that are due to multiple reflections from the two parallel surfaces, 4, 7, 8 and, for small beam diameters, by both birefringent walk-off and an angle-dependent walk-off that is proportional to the phase mismatch. 3 Additionally, group-velocity walk-off is important for short pulses. The translated-wedge method 5, 6, 8 overcomes some of these difficulties. The sample is wedged with an apex angle large enough to spoil the etalon for both the fundamental or harmonic waves, but small enough that the variation in sample thickness over the beam diameter is much less than a coherence length. Varying the sample thickness by translation rather than rotation eliminates the angular variation of d eff as well as the angledependent walk-off. However, multiple reflections can still be a problem, 7, 8 as can birefringent and groupvelocity walk-off.
In a variation of the wedge method, second-harmonic microscopy of a wedged sample 9, 10 was used to characterize ferroelectric domains by use of a fundamental beam large enough to illuminate many coherence fringes. It is apparent that in this case the far-field harmonic light will form spatially separated beams, as was pointed out long ago by Bloembergen and Pershan. 11 That is the basis of the method we report here. The sample is cut as shown in Fig. 1 with the exit face sufficiently tilted that it cuts through several coherence lengths across the width of the fundamental beam. From the angles of the spatially separated far-field harmonic beams, a simple analysis yields refractive indexes, n and n 2 , plus the phasevelocity mismatch, ⌬ k. A measurement of the fundamental and harmonic irradiances, combined with the refractive indexes, yields d eff . Further, different nonlinear processes associated with various combinations of fundamental and harmonic polarizations can sometimes create separate harmonic beams, permitting simultaneous characterization of multiple nonlinear processes, including relative signs of the associated nonlinear coefficients. We will show that because no fringe patterns are used, and because the boundary conditions on the optical fields are simple, accurate measurements can be accomplished quickly with minimal analysis. We will also show that this method is insensitive to birefringent and groupvelocity walk-off.
THEORY FOR PLANE WAVES
We begin with a reminder that both the fundamental and harmonic waves have two orthogonal eigen polarizations in a crystal, with polarization directions determined by the crystal orientation. For any propagation direction there are six possible mixing processes, and thus six possible values of d eff corresponding to eigen-polarization combinations (1 ← 1, 1), (1 ← 2, 1), (1 ← 2, 2), (2 ← 1, 1), (2 ← 2, 1), and (2 ← 2, 2).
Here and throughout this paper the first number refers to the polarization of the second harmonic, while the second and third numbers represent polarizations of the fundamental waves. For uniaxial crystals, or for propagation in any principal plane of a biaxial crystal, the two eigen polarizations may be classified as ordinary, or o, and extraordinary, or e. It is usually possible to isolate individual mixing processes by proper choice of the fundamental and harmonic polarizations.
The generation of the second harmonic in a wedged sample is perhaps best described in terms of the driven and free second-harmonic plane waves that are often invoked in solving Maxwell's equations for plane-wave second-harmonic generation. 3, 5, 11, 12 The driven wave is the specific solution to the wave equation for secondharmonic generation in the limit of low conversion efficiency. It is tied in phase and amplitude to the harmonic polarization wave, giving it a propagation vector of 2k . The free wave is a general solution to the harmonic wave equation without the nonlinear source polarization, so it has the characteristics of a freely propagating secondharmonic wave with propagation vector k 2 . In the absence of linear absorption, and in the plane-wave limit, the magnitudes of the two harmonic fields are constant over the length of the crystal and proportional to d eff E 2 / ⌬k, where E is the fundamental field in the crystal. The phase and the amplitude of the free wave are adjusted so it very nearly cancels the driven wave at the input face of the crystal. Because the two waves propagate with different phase velocities, interference between them alternates between constructive and destructive through the length of the crystal. The nulls of the harmonic always parallel the crystal input face, spaced one coherence length apart, where the coherence length is defined by
In the customary Maker-fringe measurement, a parallel-sided crystal is rotated to change ⌬k, leading to oscillation of the output harmonic strength with crystal angle. If instead the output face of the crystal is tilted as in Fig. 1 so it cuts through several coherence lengths over the width of the beams, the Maker fringes will be washed out. However, the presence of several fringes of modulation over a beam diameter ensures that the harmonic wave is composed of two distinct angularly separated plane waves. This can be described more clearly by considering the driven and free waves separately. At the exit face the requirement that the component of the propagation vector parallel to the face be continuous across the crystal/air boundary (Snell's law) gives the exit angles of the free and driven waves. The free wave has a propagation constant 2n 2 /c so its exit angle, ␤, satisfies
where ␣ is the tilt of the exit face. The driven wave has propagation constant
where n and n Ј are the refractive indexes for the two fundamental polarizations and n is their average value. The exit angle of the driven wave must satisfy
The angular separation of the two harmonic waves is
Angle ␦ is usually small because the difference (n Ϫ n 2 ) is small, so it can be approximated by
where k 0 ϭ /c and ⌬k ϭ k 2 Ϫ 2k . Thus the separation of the harmonic waves provides a measure of ⌬ k assuming ␣ and n are known. According to Bloembergen and Pershan, 11 the amplitudes of the free and driven waves for normal incidence at the input face are
The quantity P par is the projection of the second-harmonic polarization along the direction of polarization of the harmonic wave,
where d eff is the effective nonlinear coefficient. Tables 1-5 . We assume in writing Eq. (8) that the fundamental light is linearly polarized at 45°relative to the eigen polarizations for a doubling process involving both e and o fundamental polarizations, or along an eigen polarization for a process involving one fundamental polarization. Note that the free-wave amplitude differs from the driven-wave amplitude by an amount equal to the reflected harmonic field.
11
Usually this difference is small. We neglect the influence of double refraction or birefringence, so the expression is exact only for mixing processes with no birefringent walk- 
a S is sin , and C is cos . , o) process, or any process if the crystal's optic axis is aligned parallel or perpendicular to the light propagation direction. In a later section we will present corrections that account for birefringent walk-off. Equations (7) and (8) are valid in the presence of linear absorption if the n's are replaced by (n ϩ i)'s where the 's are linear extinction indexes. Equation (8) then gives the free field at the crystal input face, E free (0). The free wave decays according to
The driven wave, in contrast, is tied to the driving harmonic polarization and so decays according to
THEORY FOR GAUSSIAN SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL PROFILES
Light beams that are limited in space and time can be decomposed into properly phased monochromatic plane waves of varying propagation direction and frequency. Each of the plane waves constituting the harmonic polarization beam will have associated with it the driven and free plane-wave pair that satisfy Eqs. (7) and (8) . If the variation in ⌬k over the angular and frequency range of the polarization beam is much less than the carrier mismatch, ⌬k, the denominator of Eq. (8) is nearly constant for all the constituent free plane waves. In that case the composite free wave at the input face has the same amplitude and phase profile as the harmonic polarization at the input face, both spatially and temporally. The propagation of the free wave thereafter, being that of a freely propagating harmonic wave, is subject to the usual linear absorption, birefringent walk-off, and group-velocity effects. At the exit face it will have the same beam profile and irradiance as that expected for linear propagation of the free wave as it existed at the input face. Clearly the pulse energy of the free wave is unaffected by birefringent or group-velocity walk-off effects, and its strength can be easily related to the nonlinear coefficient, d eff .
The requirement of small variation in ⌬k over the constituent waves can be related to known crystal parameters. For example, assuming an input beam with a Gaussian spatial profile of radius R, with a confocal parameter much larger than the crystal length, the restriction on angular range may be expressed as
where is the birefringent walk-off angle. Similarly, the requirement on the group-velocity walk-off is
where is the pulse duration and is the group-velocity walk-off expressed as a separation time per propagation length. In other words, both walk-off lengths must be many coherence lengths. If these conditions are met, it is straightforward to show that for a pulsed, weakly focused beam described by
in the low conversion limit the pulse energy of the free wave outside the exit face of the crystal is where U is the fundamental pulse energy incident on the crystal, the n's are in general of the form n ϩ i, and L is the crystal length. The t 's are transmission coefficients for the fundamental electric field at the crystal entrance face given by
while t 2 is the transmission coefficient for the harmonic at the exit face given by
for an s-polarized free wave, or
for a p-polarized free wave. Using Eqs. (14)- (19), a measurement of the input fundamental energy and the output harmonic energy in the free wave gives the value of d eff assuming the other crystal and beam parameters are known. We could also derive exact expressions relating d eff to the strength of the driven wave. However, this requires the application of more complex boundary conditions at the exit face. There will be reflected fundamental waves leading to associated driven and free waves, plus a reflected free wave from the incident driven wave, in addition to the incident and transmitted driven waves. Chemla and Kupecek 5 have derived the driven-wave transmission coefficient where all the waves are s polarized. For p polarizations the situation is more complicated because the reflected waves can experience a change in refractive index in birefringent crystals and, if the harmonic is p polarized, the longitudinal component of the nonlinear polarization must also be considered. As Bloembergen and Pershan 11 pointed out, these are all essentially surface effects so only a fraction of a wavelength of the crystal contributes to them, in contrast to the main contribution from one coherence length of crystal. In most cases, the difference between the free and driven waves will be only a few percent, usually within the accu-
racy of the measurement, but by basing the measurement of d eff on the free-wave energy alone, such effects are entirely eliminated. Another advantage of using only the free wave is that its energy is independent of walk-off effects, whereas that of the driven wave is not. The free wave may be considered to arise at the input face, while the driven wave can be considered to arise at the exit face. In (e ← o, o) or (o ← e, e) doubling, the driven and free waves are spatially offset at the exit face; in the first case because the free wave generated at the entrance face experiences walk-off, while the driven wave generated at the exit face overlaps the fundamental wave that does not walk off; in the second case because the harmonic wave does not walk off while the fundamental does. In Maker-fringe measurements the overlap between the free and driven waves is reduced by spatial walk-off, affecting the degree of interference between them, complicating analysis. Our method eliminates this interference, making it insensitive to walk-off. If the fundamental beams separate, as they can in (e ← o, e) or (o ← o, e) doubling, the polarization wave and thus the driven wave will be reduced or even eliminated at the exit face, in which case only the free wave emerges. This discussion of spatial walk-off applies in an obvious way to temporal walk-off with spatial separation replaced by temporal separation. For example, if the fundamental beams are of the same polarization and so have identical group velocities, while the harmonic has a different group velocity, the free and driven pulses will emerge separated in time. If the separation is large compared with the pulse duration, they cannot interfere, making Maker-fringe measurements impossible. Typical temporal walk-off is hundreds of femtoseconds per millimeter, so this is an issue for picosecond and shorter pulses. Using our method, a complete measurement is unhampered. In a later section we present a laboratory measurement demonstrating birefringent walk-off effects.
Finally, we note that associated with the combination of spatial (temporal) walk-off and nonzero ⌬k there is a tilt (frequency shift) of order /k⌬ kR 2 (/⌬ k 2 ). If the conditions specified in Eqs. (12) and (13) are met, these tilts and shifts will be much smaller than the angular (frequency) spread of the beam (pulse) and can be ignored. We have verified all described walk-off effects using a numerical model 13 of frequency doubling.
BIREFRINGENT CORRECTIONS
If an e wave propagates at an angle to the optic axis, it experiences birefringent walk-off in which the Poynting vector, S, is tilted by the walk-off angle, , away from the propagation vector, k. The electric field of the wave is perpendicular to S rather than to k, as was assumed in the derivations above. This difference requires slight corrections to the transmission coefficients, the free-wave amplitude, and the interpretation of d eff . It is straightforward to apply the usual boundary conditions to derive the modified entrance-face transmission coefficient for an e-polarized fundamental wave as t ϭ 2 cos ϩ n cos .
The o-wave coefficient is unmodified. A similar exercise yields the modified exit coefficient. If the optic axis and the tilt of the exit face lie in the same plane, as diagrammed in Fig. 2 , an e wave is also a p wave, and the exit transmission coefficient for the harmonic wave becomes
where i and r refer to the incident and reflected fields at the exit face, and is the reflection angle. If birefringence decreases the tilt of the optical electric field relative to the exit face, as it does for the incident wave in Fig. 2 , the sign of is negative; otherwise, it is positive, as shown for the reflected wave. Note that for the reflected wave, the refractive index, reflection angle, and walk-off angle are different from those of the incident wave because the angle between the propagation direction and the optic axis changes. Both the reflection angle, , and refractive index, n r , must be determined graphically or numerically by iteration. If the optic axis lies out of the plane of the exit-face tilt, the transmission coefficient is more complex, and we have not derived the relevant expressions. However, we will show in examples in the next two sections of this paper that the change in transmission coefficient owing to birefringence is usually negligible. We account for the effect of birefringent-field tilts in relating d eff to the d i j k 's (d i j k ϭ i j k /2) by interpreting the angle in Tables 1 and 2 as the tilt of the Poynting vector rather than the tilt of the propagation vector. For negative uniaxial crystals the Poynting vector tilts away from the optic axis relative to the propagation vector, so is replaced by ( ϩ ). For positive uniaxial crystals, → ( Ϫ ). The 's are unchanged. For biaxial crystals, → ( Ϫ ) and → ( ϩ ) in Tables 3-5 .
Finally, the driven-wave solution 4 to the secondharmonic Maxwell equation is modified by birefringence. The solution to the wave equation is
where ⑀ is the dielectric tensor, and n o and n e are the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indexes at the harmonic frequency. The free wave has the form
where t is a unit vector parallel to the crystal input face.
Applying the boundary conditions on the free, driven, and reflected harmonic waves at the input face 11 gives
where P par is the projection of the nonlinear polarization along the electric field of the free wave, given by
with the interpretation of d eff just described. The birefringent correction is contained in the square brackets. Note that if the free wave is o polarized, the earlier expression for E free holds, but with the present interpretation of d eff . In the next two sections we present examples comparing analysis with and without the birefringent corrections.
CHARACTERIZATION OF KDP
Because KDP is the standard against which nonlinear crystals are usually measured, it makes sense to demonstrate our method with an absolute measurement of d xyz for KDP. We used an uncoated KDP sample cut for propagation along ( ϭ 75°, ϭ 45°). As shown in Table 2 , this cut permits three mixing processes: (o ← o, e), (e ← o, o), and (e ← e, e). We measured d eff for the latter two and from them deduced d xyz . First we measured the exit-face tilt to be ␣ ϭ 14.3°by aligning the crystal to retroreflect a helium-neon laser beam off the input face, rotating it 180°, and measuring the deflection of the beam reflected from the tilted face. The crystal was then placed in the beam of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser and adjusted so the untilted input face retroreflected the 1064-nm beam. The Nd:YAG laser was injection seeded for single-longitudinal-mode operation, and its beam was spatially filtered by focusing through a diamond pinhole to produce a beam that was nearly Gaussian both spatially and temporally. The spatial profile was monitored by use of a video-camera-based beam profiler; the time profile was monitored by use of a photodetector and oscilloscope with combined 1-GHz bandwidth. A half-wave retarder before the pinhole controlled the polarization in conjunction with a cleanup polarizer just before the crystal. Typical operating conditions were 11-ns pulse duration (FWHM), 0-10-mJ pulse energy, and 0.5-mm diameter. We did not measure the refractive indices directly in this case but rather used reliable Sellmeier values. 14 We did measure ⌬k directly, however. With the input light polarized so both e and o fundamental waves were present, five second-harmonic beams were generated, corresponding to three driven waves with effective refractive indices n o , n e ( ϭ 75°), and 0.5͓n o ϩ n e ( ϭ 75°)͔, and two free waves with refractive indices of n 2 o and n 2 e ( ϭ 75°). The tilt angles of these beams were measured by placing a one-meter focal-length lens at the crystal exit face and measuring the separation of the beams one meter from the lens.
This gives the relevant ␦ 's, from which the ⌬k's can be derived according to Eq. (6). Our measured ⌬ k's agree with those calculated from the Sellmeier equations within 2%, as shown in Table 6 .
For the measurement of d eff , we polarized the input either e or o and measured the pulse energy in the free wave of interest using a photomultiplier. An aperture in front of the phototube selected the free wave of interest. Based on measured input and output pulse energies, plus measured input-beam diameter and pulse duration, along with the measured values of ⌬ k, we derived the d eff 's listed in Table 6 using Eq. (15) . Both the 532-nm and 1064-nm pulse energies were referenced to a thermopile detector and to a pyroelectric detector, both calibrated within 5%. We note that the birefringent corrections to d eff are negligible in this case, being much less than 1%. However, in converting from d eff to d xyz , birefringent corrections are a few percent owing to the walk-off angles of 0.65°for the fundamental and 0.78°for the harmonic. We used the average of these to adjust from 75°to 75.72°in the conversion.
We find d xyz ϭ 0.396 Ϯ 0.03 pm/V from the (e ← e, e) measurement and d xyz ϭ 0.387 Ϯ 0.03 pm/V from the (e ← o, o) measurement, which together give a best value of 0.39 Ϯ 0.03 pm/V, in agreement with the established value 8 of 0.39 pm/V. Estimated error sources are refractive indices (1%), ⌬ k (2%), spatial and temporal beam profile (2%), and energy calibrations (5%). Our best estimate of the overall accuracy is Ϯ7%.
CHARACTERIZATION OF A ‫؍‬ 23°CUT LiIO 3 CRYSTAL
We used an identical method to measure d eff 's for LiIO 3 cut for ϭ 23°propagation, except in this case we added a measurement of the refractive indices based on beam deflections. We measured an exit-face tilt of ␣ ϭ 12.50 Ϯ 0.05°with the face normal lying in the extraordinary plane, as shown in Fig. 2 with ϭ 23°. The exit angles of the transmitted fundamental beams and the crystal- 15 as well. The agreement between measured and calculated values is considerably better than the estimated error limits of the measurements, with differences generally less than 0.5%. We will use only our measured values in the analysis.
LiIO 3 belongs to symmetry group 6 for which the nonlinear tensor has the form
The nonlinearity for this crystal class is independent of , so directions x and y are interchangeable. We do not know the cut of our crystal so, to simplify the discussion, we assume propagation is in the The walk-off angles according to Kato's Sellmeier equations 15 are 3.42°at 1064 nm and 3.59°at 532 nm, so we used ϭ 3.50°in making the following birefringent corrections: the entrance transmission coefficient for epolarized light increases by 1.002, the exit-face transmission coefficient increases by 1.007, and the correction fac- 17 and Choy and Byer. 6 Our measured d eff 's are listed in Table  8 along with values deduced from the literature. Note that our measurements do not provide a sensitive measure of d zzz , as it contributes only ϳ8% to d eff for (e ← e, e).
In our previous discussion of the influence of walk-off, we claimed the free wave could be considered generated at the crystal input face, and the driven wave generated at the output face. For the (e ← o, o) process we expect the second-harmonic at the exit face of the LiIO 3 crystal to consist of the free wave displaced by 2 L (ϭ1.16 mm) from the fundamental beam, plus a nearly identical undisplaced driven wave. This is indeed the case, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a) , which shows contour plots of the second-harmonic fluence at the exit face when the weakly focused 0.2-mm-diameter fundamental beam is o polarized. The exit face of the 19-mm-long crystal is imaged onto a CCD camera, passing only the second-harmonic light. For the (e ← e, e) process, we expect the free wave to again be displaced by 2 L and the driven wave to also be displaced by L. Because the two walk-off angles 2 and are nearly equal, the free and driven waves should overlap and interfere. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3(b) . Note that there are about six interference fringes across the harmonic beam, causing clean angular separation of the free and driven waves as they propagate beyond the crystal. Finally, for the (e ← o, e) process, the driven wave disappears because the two fundamental beams are completely separated by birefringent walk-off at the crystal exit face, causing the driving-harmonic polarization to disappear there as well. This is shown in Fig. 3(c) , which shows the harmonic beam profile at the exit face for o-polarized harmonic light when the fundamental is linearly polarized at 45°to the e and o axes.
RELATIVE SIGNS OF d ij 's
Determination of the relative signs of some of the d ij 's is quite straightforward with our method. As an illustration we consider crystals of symmetry 3m, a category that includes LiNbO 3 and ␤-BaB 2 O 4 (see Table 2 ). Assuming Kleinman symmetry, the form of the nonlinear tensor is
There are three independent coefficients whose signs and magnitudes must be determined to characterize the crystal. The magnitudes and relative signs of the pair d xxz (ϭd yyz ) and d zzz can be found by use of a crystal cut for propagation along the x axis with the exit face tilted in either the xy or xz plane. With fundamental light polarized in the y and z directions respectively, and measurement of the z-polarized second harmonic, the magnitudes of d xxz and d zzz can be found by our method as described above. The relative signs of the two coefficients can be determined by noting the behavior of the free-wave en- ergy as the linear input polarization is rotated by measured from z polarization to y polarization. The free wave has contributions from both (z ← y, y) and (z ← z, z) processes, giving a net field
If the signs of the two terms inside the brackets are the same, the strength of the free wave does not pass through zero as the polarization is rotated, whereas it does if the signs are opposite. The generalization of this example is that choosing an eigen polarization of the free harmonic wave selects one row of the d tensor, while rotating the polarization of the fundamental can reveal the relative signs of some elements within that row. Relative signs within a column can be determined with driven waves. For the same example of the class 3m crystals, if the fundamental is y polarized, the second column of the nonlinear tensor is selected. There are two nonzero elements in that column, d xxz (ϭd yyz ) and d yyy . If they have the same sign, the driven wave will be linearly polarized at an angle 90°Ͼ Ͼ 0°, where is measured from the z axis toward the y axis. If the signs are opposite, the polarization angle will satisfy Ϫ90°Ͻ Ͻ 0°. We illustrate the measurement of relative signs within a row using our LiIO 3 sample. This is slightly more complex than the cases just described because propagation is along 0 ϭ 23°rather than along an optical axis. (Note that ϩ ϭ 26.5°.) The e-polarized harmonic is selected so there are potential contributions from processes (e ← o, o) and (e ← e, e). In this case the two contributions to the free wave owing to (d eff ϭ d xxz sin 26.5°) and (d eff ϭ 3d xxz cos 2 26.5°sin 26.5°ϩ d zzz sin 3 26.5°) have the same sign if the fundamental light is linearly polarized, and the solid-curve plot of Fig. 4 shows the resulting lack of a destructive interference null. The harmonic signal is nearly independent of because the values of d eff /⌬ k are nearly equal for the two processes. Had the signs been opposite, we would have seen a null. We simulated this by inserting a quarter-wave plate, aligned with its slow axis along the (x -z) direction, between the crystal and the half-wave plate that rotates the linear fundamental polarization. This retards the (x -z)-polarized fundamental by 90°relative to the y-polarized fundamental, reversing the sign of E 2 for the (x -z)-polarized fundamental but not for the y-polarized fundamental. The result is the dashed curve in Fig. 4 showing the expected null.
In LiIO 3 , columns four and five of the nonlinear tensor have multiple entries so a comparison of relative signs within columns can also be illustrated with LiIO 3 , but the rotations are expected to be small because d xyz is twenty times smaller than d xxz . Driven waves associated with processes (o ← o, e) and (e ← o, e) emerge at the same angle, and a measurement of the harmonic polarization angle of this beam yields relative signs of d eff for these two processes. They are proportional to d xyz and d xxz respectively, so a tilt of the driven-wave polarization toward the y axis would indicate the same sign for the two coefficients of column four. We measured a tilt of 4.5°in this direction indicating that the signs are the same. The magnitude of the tilt is in reasonable agreement with the expected 5.8°. Note that the relative signs of these two d eff 's are dependent on crystal orientation and so are not a fundamental characteristic of the crystal. A similar measurement of the driven waves associated with (o ← e, e) and (e ← e, e) reveals a tilt of ϳ0.5°in the opposite direction, in accord with expectations. Tables 1 and 2 list values of ͉d eff ͉ for crystals of symmetry groups 6 (LiIO 3 ), 6mm (CdSe), 42m (KDP and isomorphs, AgGaS 2 , AgGaSe 2 , ZnGeP 2 , CdGeAs 2 ), and 3m (␤-BaB 2 O 4 , LiNbO 3 ). Here X, Y, and Z refer to standard frames 18 in which the optic axis of these uniaxial crystals is Z. Angle is the polar angle relative to the optical axis for uniaxial crystals, and is the azimuthal angle measured from the XZ plane toward the XY plane. 
OTHER CRYSTALS

CONCLUSION
We demonstrated a general method of measuring ⌬ k and d ijk using nonphase-matched second-harmonic generation in thick, wedged nonlinear optical crystals. It is a clean method in the sense that d eff can be related directly to measured input fundamental and output harmonic pulse energies without the complications of etalon effects in the sample, angular dependence of d eff , or complicated entrance and exit-face boundary conditions. The strength of the second-harmonic signals is about the same as in the Maker-fringe method. We showed that our method is independent of birefringent or group-velocity walk-off, as long as the walk-off lengths are many coherence lengths. Further, no analysis of interference fringes is necessary, and multiple mixing processes can sometimes be measured simultaneously. Additionally, n 2 , n , and ⌬ k can be measured with the same crystal via angular deflections of the beams emerging from the prism sample, although precise values for these can often be found in the literature. The method is also conducive to relating the signs of the nonlinear tensor elements with minimal analysis.
